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You asked.  We listened.  Our customers were looking for ways to reduce inventory 
and enhance ease of  installation of  overhead door holders and stops.  With anywhere 
from five to seven different size options, it can get complicated both stocking and 
specifying the proper product.

Because Hager Companies is committed to being your sole provider of  full line door 
hardware, we knew we had to introduce an overhead door holder and stop that solved 
your problem.

Hager overhead door holders and stops have been designed and engineered with an 
adjustable arm, leaving you with only two sizes to choose from.  Less inventory.  Easier 
installation.  And because they are mounted at the top of  the door, they eliminate tripping 
hazards and vandalism that are typical of  floor or wall mounted stops.  Additionally, they 
absorb abusive shock with a heavy duty spring and evenly distribute the load and impact 
along the track of  the unit.  All this makes them ideal for both meeting the demands of  
high traffic and high abuse environments and also protecting the life of  the door opening.  

Choosing the right Hager overhead door holder and stop is simple.  First determine 
Grade 2 medium duty (60) or Grade 1 heavy duty (70).  Next, determine the function--
stop only (16), hold open (17), or friction (15).  Then choose surface mounted (SRF) or 
concealed (CON).  Finally, select one of  two sizes (SZ1 or SZ2).  Whichever product fits 
your project best, rest assured that it is backed by a 5-year warranty.

For more information, please visit www.hagerco.com or contact your local Hager sales 
representative. 
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6000 SERIES  |  7000 SERIES

Size Frame Opening

6000 Series - Grade 2 - Medium Duty

6000 SZ 1 18” - 33”

6000 SZ 2 33” - 51”

7000 Series - Grade 1 - Heavy Duty

7000 SZ 1 23” - 39”

7000 SZ 2 39” - 54”

Functions

Function Description

16 - Stop Only Shock absorbing spring stops the door

17 - Hold Open
Selective hold open with easy to adjust tension - may be 
turned on or off  and includes the stop only function

15 - Friction
Multi-point friction hold open adjustable for resistance 
to door movement

Secure connection 
with simple 
adjustment 
capabilities

Adjustable arm to 
accommodate various 
door sizes and door 
applications

Streamlined channel 
design fits a wide 
range of doors

Heavy duty, carbon 
steel, shock 
absorbing spring for 
smooth operation
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